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AESPL - Ahuja Engineering Services Pvt. Ltd 

 

 

Ground breaking Load Bank technology solves performance testing issues of gas/diesel generators & 

UPS systems and finds numerous applications in wind energy farms and solar energy power plants! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

White Paper – Resistive Load Banks 
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Load Bank testing allows a standby power system to be tested and 

 exercised under load to verify its overall reliability to perform in an       

 emergency power situation.  The load bank removes the risk to the    

 critical facility load of total loss of power and loss of quality of power 

 critical application of power such as hospitals, health care, and computer 

 data centers has created the need to maximize the quality and reliability   

 of systems. 

 Therefore, the performance testing of any electrical equipment is a very    

 crucial step towards ensuring that it would function efficiently, without   

 breakdowns when the actual load is used. 

 The importance of this test is slowly being realized in different sectors of        

 the Electrical and Power Electronics industry and is on its way to                                                     

becoming a mandatory norm for the erection, commissioning and               

maintenance of electrical equipments like Diesel generators, Gas         

generators and UPS systems.  

 These load banks have been employed as dummy loads to energy         

 generators to keep voltage regulation in check. This new and unique                 

 method has proved to be a cost effective solution especially for wind                                                                 

 energy generation.   

 Load banks find two important applications in solar power plants. Artificial 

 DC loads help in stabilizing output of thin film panels during their initial 

 meta-stability stage. They also help in panel efficiency preservation in 

 cases when the grid is not made available for a considerable amount of 

 time. Load banks provide safeguards to solar inverters and panels and can 

be used to test the performance of the entire system and check for 

various losses at different stages, after the plant is commissioned. 

     

               Solutions offered by a Resistive Load Bank 

 A load bank is a dummy load also referred to as an artificial load, 

 stationary or portable, that simulates the actual load the electrical 

 equipment is expected to power.   

 A load bank offers a cost effective solution for the following: 

 

    Solar PV module pre-conditioning and efficiency retention 

    To provide voltage regulated output for energy generators 

    To test if a generator or a UPS system is able to supply its rated power 

Our load bank runs as 

an effective dump 

load at BHEL’s wind 

farm site at 

Ananthapur, Andhra 

Pradesh. 

Load bank testing 

provides the most 

practical solution to 

test the performance 

of electrical 

equipment artificially 

and ensure its 

reliability in times of 

emergency.  

Our DC load banks 

have been deployed 

at a 15 MW solar 

thin-film power plant 

in Gujarat.  
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    To prove the efficiency of system operations thereby ensuring  the     

delivery of its expected output 

    Avoid the wear and tear of under-loaded energy generation systems 

    Prolonging the life and efficiency of generators, UPS and battery 

systems. 

 

               Who would need a load bank? 

Solar Power Plants: Load banks are used for pre-soaking thin film panels 

 before connecting them to the inverters and are used as artificial DC loads 

 during grid-connectivity delays. 

 Wind Energy Generation: Load banks find a very important application as 

 dump loads to wind mills in order to provide a voltage regulated output.  

 Equipment manufacturers: A load bank in general may be required by a 

 manufacturer for testing the performance of newly manufactured 

 equipment before it is sold, sent/installed at site.  

 Data Centers: It might also be used for testing a mission critical UPS by a 

 data center or for the repeated testing of emergency power system 

 requiring a portable load. 

 

           What do we offer? 

Ahuja Engineering Services offers state of the art load banks that can be 

provided on rental bases as well as manufactured as per customer 

requirements.  

We were able to carve a niche for ourselves at a time when the market 

was fairly new to the idea of artificial load testing. We identified a 

requirement of this technology back in 2000 and have been working 

towards creating better load banks in terms of safety, robustness and 

ease of usability. Our ongoing R&D and feedback received from a wide 

variety of customer base like generator manufacturers, electrical 

contractors, OEMs, clean energy industries etc have given us enormous 

experience and expertise in the area of load banks. 

 

 

Our rental load bank 

packages offer our 

customers with 

convenient solutions 

for load testing.  

Portability, prompt 

delivery, quick 

deployment and safe 

operations along with 

connecting cables and 

skilled manpower 

make our load bank 

rental services a 

complete solution. 
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 Manufacturing Load Banks 

 Ahuja Engineering Services has the expertise and the complete know-how 

 of manufacturing customized load banks. We have the capacity of building 

 a large range of load banks for portable as well as fixed applications.  

 All load banks come with individual load circuit breakers and can be             

 manufactured by incorporating the following features.  

 Power range: 100 KW up to customer’s requirement with any 

resolution  

 Any voltage rating 

    Designed for indoor or outdoor testing with a suitable canopy/cover 

    Locally fitted, remote controlled or fully auto controlled switchgear         

panels to operate it 

    Trailer or wheel mounted depending on the degree of portability  

       required 

          

DC Load Bank for Thin-Film Solar Panels 

Specialized DC load banks have been used for: 

    Pre-soaking CdTe thin films after they are initially exposed to sunlight. 

Due to the meta-stability phenomenon, CdTe efficiency is found to 

increase and then decrease. Pre-soaking or pre-conditioning helps to 

stabilize the output voltage. This step is conducted before connecting 

the panels to the inverter, therefore preventing them from large 

voltages, beyond their specification.  

    Drawing out current from the panels, when the grid is not available. 

Using DC loads is essential as they prevent the panels from getting de-

rated. 

 

AESPL’s knowledge, 

skills and flexibility 

can tailor a load 

bank package to suit 

your individual 

needs.  
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Load Bank at BHEL’s Wind Farm 

Our load bank was manufactured for BHEL in 2010 for their wind energy 

farm in Ananthapur. It was found to be a cost effective solution to their 

multiple applications.  

    Performance testing of the wind mills 

   Dummy load for voltage regulation of the wind generators  

  The artificial load was provided at a resolution of 10KW 

 

 In addition to the Load Bank, an auto load control panel was also provided 

 for adding the required load at any given point in time. 

 

                   

               

 

 

 

Aluminium armored 

cables and skilled 

manpower offer a 

cost effective rental 

package. 
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Our strength in Rental Load Banks 

The unique design of our load banks enables safe and easy testing 

operations. The robust architecture makes it suitable for use in rough site 

and transportation conditions. 

          

Hardware skeleton and its safety features: 

The safeties of manpower, people at the site and the equipment itself  

 have been given high priority while designing the load banks.  

 Our load bank enclosure type is IP 20 as per IEC 529, BS 5490 and NFC 20- 

 010, protecting the equipment against solid bodies of sizes 12.5mm or 

 greater. 

 Exhaust Fans: The load banks come with carefully spaced exhaust fans for 

 the continuous dissipation of heat thereby ensuring fairly constant load for 

 long testing hours.  

 Switch Fuse Unit/MCCB: Each load bank has an in built switch fuse unit or a 

 Molded Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB) for short circuit protection. The fuse 

units and MCCB conform to IS13947 and IEC60947 standards. 

 Aluminium bus bars: are solid strips that provide reliable power              

connections and a strong support structure for the resistors.  

 Steady Robust construction: provides the much needed mechanical as well 

as electrical strength. 

Ease of deployment: The load banks are portable, ready to use and do not 

require any assembling. This makes it extremely easy to deploy them on 

site and start the operations in minimum time possible. 

Robust cage type 

construction 

incorporated with 

solid connecting bus 

bars, exhaust fans 

and switch fuse units 

make our load banks 

safe and apt for 

testing even in rough 

site conditions.  
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Connecting Cables: Our load banks become even more complete with the 

connecting cables.  

These cables are 650/1100V, 3.5 core, Aluminium Conductor, PVC     

Insulated and Steal Sheathed, Armored (AYFY) with lugs crimped on each 

end. 

The cables would be laid on surface from Main LT panel / DG panel & 

connected to SFU of load bank. 

Overcoming manpower and transportation issues 

Skilled manpower with hands on experience and reliable and timely 

transportation are some of the many aspects we have mastered with 

time. This value addition makes our load bank rental services one of its 

kinds in the country.  

 

Technical Specifications 

Typical for 1 MW (1000 KW) AC: 

Load Bank Rating 3 Phase, 4 wire, 415 V, AC, 50 Hz, 
Star connected 

Capacity of Each Bank 210 / 225 Amps at Unity Power 
Factor 

Duty Continuous 

No. of banks for 1000 KW (1 MW) 7 no’s 

RESOLUTION - Load Step 210 / 225 Amps (150 to 165 KW) & 
30 KW 

Degree of Protection IP 20 

 

Typical for 1 MW (1000 KW) DC: 

Load Bank Rating 750/1000 V 

Capacity of Each Bank 125 KW 

Duty Continuous 

No. of banks for 1000 KW (1 MW) 20 no’s 

DC isolator/switch Off Load 

Degree of Protection IP 21 
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Bill of material for AC load banks: 

 

 

 

                 Deployment Specifications: 

 

 

               

           Deployment Specifications: 

 

 

 

 

 

SSS 

 

 

Additional Information: 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 3.5 C X 240  sq mm, Al armored cables – 7 cables each of length 

23 to 27 meters with lugs crimped on both ends 

 Resistive Load Bank with Enclosure – 210 / 225 Amps capacity 

each 

 250 Amps SFU – 7 no’s - One for each load Bank 

 Clip ON Meter 

 Multi meter 

 Air Dryer / Exhaust Fans 

 

 Armored cable shall be laid on surface from Main LT panel / DG 

panel & connected to SFU of load bank.  

 AC load banks should be kept out in the open. If raining, testing is 

stopped (IP 20). 

 DC load banks come with a rain cover and can be kept in the open 

during drizzles and light rains (IP 21). 

 Each load bank size with Enclosure – 2400 L x 600 W x 1350 H 

mm (AC) & 1570 L x 580 W x 1320 H mm (DC).  

 Minimum 1500 mm distance to be kept between each bank. 

 Total ground area required – 120 to 150 Sq meters (4 to 5 meters 

X 30 to 35 meters approximately) 

 

 All Cables are provided with suitable aluminum crimped lugs on 

both ends. 

 Earthing to the load banks is connected through cable armor 

 Suitable arrangements to connect the cables to the DG breaker / 

MCCB / SFU are to be carried out by the customer. 

 Total time required to position the banks & cable connections - 2 

to 3 Hrs 
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Load bank physical layout 

The line diagrams below clearly indicate how the load bank connections 

would look and how they would be set up with respect to the electrical 

equipment under test.  

 

 

Single line diagram of load bank connections for testing a generating set of rating 1 MW, 415 V 
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Single line diagram of load bank connections for testing a generating set of rating 2/2.5 MW, 11 KV with 

LT line 

 

For any further information on our load banks please write to ahuja@aespl-india.com. All rental and 

manufacturing enquiries can also be sent to the above address along with the requirements, 

specifications and company details.  

Please visit our company website www.aespl-india.com for details of our other products and services. 

   

mailto:ahuja@aespl-india.com
http://www.aespl-india.com/

